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INTO THE BASEBAIL MIND f S EYE with x. x.. Ludeman -- ~ . 

Often I am tortured by bizarre·and seemingly unreal visions: Great 
ci ties engulfed in flames, mountains heaving up and falling back 
down, children flying through the air effortlessly in an attempt to 
touch the clouds, & c .. I am convinced that some of these visions 
symbolize future events in mankind's history.. I was convinced of. 
their prognosticatorial nature when I experienced a torturous vision 
of a live wire dancing over my bed. while giant phone bells rang in 
my ears .. Based on this, I was able to make a small killing in the 
stock market when the government broke up AT&T .. 
Others laugh at my visions, but there are some who see me for what 

I trulyam--one with "the sight .. " nus latter group flocks to my dool:" with 
questions like: "Who will buy Nabisco Brands?" "Should I sell my car that gets 
only eight miles to the gallon, or have the Arabs stopped theil:" shenanigans fol:" 
a while?" S'Jmet1mes they have more far-reaChing concems like: "Will my 
children f s children be able to support me later on so t.hat I can spend all my 
money now on Chives Regal and White Castle fSmburgers?" To these believing few 
I say, "get the hell of! my lawn, you vermin!" . 

Of course, I have better things to think about than the petty 
outcomes of the lives of perfect strangers. I am,·· damnitall, an ace baseball 
reporter! It is baseball that most haunts my various hallucinations and 
visionary moments .. Baseball, the sport of Presidents .. When word leaked out that 
I was a -man of unprecedented foresight, the godless NATIONAL STAR beat a path 
to my door waving oodles of their ill-gotten cash in my face to write an 
~ticle about the immediate futures of Liz 'laylor, Rock Hudson, Jackie 0, & co 
I screamed loud obscenities at their envoys all the while chastising them for 
not even having a sports section.. . 

It is back to baseball I now turn. As of this writing we head into 
the last weekend of the baseball season .. It is usually around this time that I 
choose to clean out my desk. Upon doing this I happened across an article dated 
March 30 t.hat I had madly scribbled after one of my visions.. Why I !';Bve not 
made it available to the public befol!'e this is beyond me.. Perhaps my mind was 
too fried by that particular vision and I unconsciously tucked it into my desk.? 
Who is to say? But here then is that article. Wl:"itten over six months 
ago-before the 1985 baseball season was a part of anyone's reality-except for 
~e . . 

"Old men carrying big sticks stalk the American League.. Two of them 
will top that league in homers. Their names: Evans and Fisk ... " Birds, Birds, 
Birds! Blue Jays and Cardinals eating at a giant bird feeder--they will win the 
east! A bearded man sitting on a pile of money weeping--sutter will .have an 
off-yearo A flaming trolley car drives· up my leg--I get out of its way-Dodgers 
in the west! A vision repeats itself over in my head, repeat, repeat, 
repeat-the Royals in the west--again! A dark, fat man shaves his beard and 
smiles, then looks at an old. calandar-Dave Parker to lead National League in 
RBIs .. A hunched figure with a broken limb swimming in a vat of whiskey-Yankees 
to compete but fall short .. A white fat man crawls out of a grave--Rich Reuschel 
will be comeback player of the year • 

. "A beal:" lies l:"otting in the woods, as does a tiger--Cubs and Tigers 
fall to fourth and third respectively. 'Ihree middle-aged men bowling beneath 
the Empire State Building .. Two bowl perfect games, one does not. Seaver and 
Phil NiekJ:"o will get their 300th careel:" victories, Don SItton must wait .. A 
ool:"rid screaming arises from my basement--pirates, indians, Texans and giants 

. all there pleading to get out. A familiar face in jail, along with a new 
cellmate from a small town-Rickey Hendel:"son and Vince Coleman: stolen base 
champs t1 . 

Well, there lt ls, just as I jotted it down the moment after it 
happened .. 
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IN THIS ISSUE: The mailbag began to burst so there are quite a few letters 
this time out. I toought ea.ch letter addresses an important point or ~ints •. 
I've also stated. in previous issues that I wanted to see more. letters of this 
kind. So, here they are .. Craig Wright gives us two articles on ground ball 
pitchers· and oow they do 00 artificial turf.. Dan Greenia' s Freak Show appears· 
00 page six .. 
ABOUT THE roVER: Our cover this issue comes from famed sports artist LeRoy 
Nieman .. It's title: "Clubhouse Scene, 'l'hree Rivers Stadium, Pittsburgh" 
GUESr roLUMNIST: x. x. Uxdema.n is a former Giants! A's beat reporter for the 
Haight-Ashbury Times. Since the paper's demise he has done some freelancing 
in both magazines and his arms. . 

A NOTE ABOUT PROJECT SCORESHEET 

I am ple6aed to 6nnounce (drum roll) that under the 
determined leadership o£ John Dewan. f~2~~£~~§£2~~~h~~~ haa 
had a rem6rkable season: we think we have 61most 611 the g6mes. 
i£ not all o£ them. I should make a maJor article out o£ this, 
but for now Just let me S6Y that i£ there is anything you would 
like to research about the 1985 season. the source material is 

. now available to you. Contact John Dewan. f~2~~9~_§gg~~~h~~~. 
PO Box 46074. Chic6g0. Ill. 60646 for details of 6v6ilability. 

~~_~!~g_~~~g_yg~~_h~!~~ particularly i£ you have any 
sort of IBM-comp6tible computer equipment. We have the games. 
but getting 2.106 gamea on disk is not an easy task. It would be 
a heap eaaier i£ we could come up with an extra five or ten hands 
to share the load. Pleaae contact John Dewan if you can help. 
We'll supply the diskettes: John's phone is 312-774-3798. 

B .James 
" 
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:D:!ar Fr iends, 
A few words of encouragment to ANALYST readers: 
I sometimes tell myself "Get serious Greenia. Can'tcha 
read "Journal of Sabermetrics .. " They don f t want this 
freak show drivel. It" 
Unfortunately I have neither the time nor the computer 
for state-of-the art sabermetrics. I 'WOuld guess many 
of the ANALYST's readers have similar hindrances. 
But you can still have ideas. This is wmt my Freak 
Show tries to offer.. I believe freak srow stats have a 
place in the ANALYST if they establish a basis of 
.further study.. As Bill James has said, the range of 
topics is endless. My contribution is to uncover some 
of these, eveh though they be in the form of hideous 
freaks. . 

Real sabermetricians are free to expand on my 'WOrk, and in fact I 'WOuld 
hope they 'WOuld. I'd feel good if Palmer, Adams, Wright, O'Brien et al took 
interest in my work.. Certainly, any royalty cheCk:S are welcome .. 

Finally, I always remember Bill t S words on page 1, issue 1: "This is a 
discussion among friends ••• Readers? We can live with 'em or without 'em." The 
ANALYST .will always welcome the participation of new friends in The 
Discussion ...... 

Some comments: The Joe Filler piece was accurate but unkind. I think the 
phrase Ircheap soot" applies here .... Sure the Elias Baseball Analyst is great .. 
Pllt I'm sure we all realize the basic problem remains: werre only getting what 
they feel like telling us--where were range factors for all players, as well as 
league averages? 

-Dan Greenia ... 
Dear Analyst, 

Hey, woo is this cranky P}J.y writing under my name in the August '85 issue? 
Okay, okay, that was me on a bad day .. What I wish is that my former friend Jim 
Baker might have called me after receiving that letter and politely asked woo 
put oot sauce' in my shorts. What I am referring to is the harshness of my 
criticism of Qmiel Greenia t s piece "Pitcher Burnout (?) "tt· • 

The piece was deserving of a sharp critique but frankly I am completely 
embarrassed by the tone of my criticism as we 11 as' my assumption of disronest 
intent and claim that it was an embarrassment to the ANALYST.. When I reflect on 
what the ANALYST is all about, I find that portion of my letter to be the real 
embarrassment to the spirit of the ANALSYT .. Given a choice between encouraging 
each other to do better 'WOrk or just encouraging each other, I prefer to the 
latter. Certainly when trying to do the former I do not want to be 
discouraging.. I think we all get heal thy doses of that wi toout giving each 
other booster shots" . 

I have tried to reach Dmiel for a more personal apology, and I hope he 
receives my letter .. I wanted to write to the ANALYST also, though not because I 
feel I owe you all an apology.. I probably do but don r t hold your breath. My 
concern is that if I did not say something, that error on my part might set the 
tone for other letters of criticism.. '1llat may be a little vein but remember 
that we told our mothers "We would jump off the Empire State Building if Billy 
did .. 

If anyone else wants to be a jerk, don't lay it at my feet. You are on 
your own .. 

Sincerely, 
Craig R .. Wright 



Lear Mr. Baker: 
I have heartily enjoyed my subscription for the last couple of years. 
S:me articles and conclusions of various writers amaze me: 
1) The article in August, 1984 on Joe DiMaggio. Be lieve me he acquired his 

reputation due to his shallow style. of play after Tris Speaker convinced him of 
its effectiveness, his ability to break for the ball before/with the crack of 
the bat, his outstanding speed, his always throwing to the correct base, and 
his strong arm until it got hurt. (he reason his average was II low" was toot 
official scorers were tough on fielders at Yankee Stadium but others with 
higher averages were not considered in his class. Willie Mays probably came 
closer to him than anybody, but he was never quite that good. 

2) The article in June, 1985 on comparing statistics where the author 
thinks Tim Raines was a better base stealer than George Case, I think the 
statistics must be wrong .. George Case had to steal bases against catchers who 
could throw hard and with accuracy, with pitchers who held baserunners closer 
due to better training and different rule interpretations, on infields loaded 
with sand for the speedy Washington players, and with infields watered down to 
ruin traction .. Ca.se was quite fast and quite smart .. 

Statistical studies are important and are interesting. Yte should guard 
against believing their conclusions or trying to adjust their results if they 
just don't fit right into the perfect theory. 

I believe that at the present time much, if not all, of what we are doing 
is one-dimensional. When we finally develop our analysis and our techniques 
into a science--the "Theory of the Baseball thiverse"--rather than just using 
techniques with a scientific basis, we will be surprised at what we know. Truth 
is always interesting and sometimes startling! 

Yours truly, 
Lo W. Beach 

Lear Jim: 
As a new subscriber to the ANALYST, and a recent entrant into 

sabermetrics, I would be interested in what sort of computer (P.C.) hardware 
and software people are using in this field. 
. More importantly, I would find it very helpful if there were published a 
directory of data sources and data sets used for baseball research. In order to 
educate myself I was wondering if such a directory already exists. If not, I 
would be glad to volunteer to construct this directory so that those interested 
in baseball research could find out what's out there. (Personal constructed 
series, subscription services, stuff in books, data on computer disks,· etc.) • 
While I'm sure some would be reluctant to make available data that took ages to 
dig up from remote sources, many would offer to list their creations. 

If you're interested in this, please let me know. 'Ib get things rolling, I 
am requesting that individuals write me with a description of their data series 
(average, measure, years, etc.), a description of wOOt media it is available on 
(Paper, tape, disks, books, etc.) and cost, if any. I am offering to compile 
this directory and make it ready for publication in the ANALYST. 
Sincerely yours, 
Robert A. Johnson 
3818 W Street NW 
Washington, DC 2CXXJ7 

Some comments from the editor: 
When I was a lot younger I used to read the letters columns in various 

magazines and found myself amazed whenever they would print a letter from 
someone who absolutely tore into them or something in their publication. I 
always thought that if I found myself in a situation that gave me the power to 
print negative letters, I would hesitate to do so •. But I did find myself in 



that situation and I felt like I was cheating or not telling the whole story if 
I sat on Craig's letter.. I now realize that I made a mistake because, as both 
Dan and Craig pointed out quite succinctly in their letters, it was not in the 
spiri t of the ANALYST.. So as an editor, I blew the call. I apologize to both of 
you. I respect both of you' for what you do, ho-wever diverse and want to 
continue seeing more of it in the ANALYST. 

I once heard that people with niclmames held a higher place in society 
than those without them. I suppose that this concept was based on the notion 
that at least a person with a niclmame is being noticed. ntis lead to my 
feeling very inferior one day when a man walked into the store where I worked 
wearing a mechan1c t s shirt with the name "Shorty" professionally stenciled over 
his breast pocket.. I had (and have never had, except for behind my back) no 
nickname and he.re was a man whose company bought him shirts that displayed 
hisl--albeit derogatory.. I think the same can be said for critiques of the 
things in the ANALYST .. Dan Greenia writes that he thought the Joe Filler parody 
was a ~t;heap shot,," '!hank God! Somebody noticed! It's the first comment I've 
gotten on this sMf t and although it's negative, I'll take it. 'lhanks Dan, I 
mean that, I think I mow why Shorty let them put his nickname on his shirt. 

WEL.COME TO THE 

GOOD 

Si:rikeouts/Home Run: Good 4£ Bad 
by Daniel Greenia 

BAD 
Era 

1962-71 
1966-73 
1967':'77 

KBR K/HR HRt Era 
J.DiMaggio 369 361 1.02 5.3 1936-51 
I..O'Doul. 122 113 1.08 3.5 1928-34 
Y .. Berra 415 358 1.16 4.7 1947-63 
Xluszewski 365 279 1.31 4.7 1948-61 
T.Williams 709 521 1.36 6.S 1939-60 
E.I.omeirdi 262 190 1.38 3.2 1931-46 
T.Holmes 122 S8 1.39 1.S 1942-50 
B.Dickey 289 202 1.43 3.2 1929-43 
J.Mize 524 359 1 .. 46 5.6 1936-51 
X.Williams 287 196 1.46 4.0 1919-28 
S.Musial 696 475 1.47 4.3 1942-63 
McCormick 189 128 1.48 2.2 1938-48 
Z.Bonura 180 119 1 .. 51 3.3 1934-40 
I..Gehrig 789 493 1.60 6.2 1925-38 
W.Marshall 219 130 1.68 3.1 1946-53 
C.Xlein 521 300 1.74 4.6 1928-40 

. Clendenon 
T.Agee 
D.Rader 
V.DiMaggio 
D .. I.ock 
R • .Monday 
B .. -Bailey 
M.Jones 
B.Grich 

K HR K/HR HRt 
1140 159 7.17 3.4 

918 130 7.06 3.3 
1057 155 6.82 3.0 

837 125 6.70 3.2 1937-45 
776 122 6.36 4.5 1962-68 

1513 241 6.28 3.9 1967-83 
1126 189 5.96 3.1 1963-75 

756 133 5.68 4.3 1962-70 
1147 202 5.68 3.3 1972-84 
-941 166 5 .. 67 3 .. 9 1969-78 
7S5 139 5.65 3.~ 1965-75 
883 159 5.55 3.2 1913-84 
903 165 5.47 3.3 1975-84 

At least 3000 AB. 

I. .. Hisle 
J.Briqqs 
D .. Porter 
Lr.Parrish 
De. Johnson. 
B .. Bonds 
W.Held -

1318 245 5.38 4.1 1964-75 
1757 332 5.29 4.7 1968-81 

944 179 5.27 4.5 1957-65 

At least 3.0 HR% and 750 XIS. 

.. -
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'CRAIG WRIGHT: 
GEOUND-BALL PITa!EBS ON ARl'IFICIAL TURF 

Fran the first t:ime they saw a ground-ball scoot through the infield on 

artificial turf baseball organizations have operated under the near certain 

assumption that artificial surfaces are deadly to ground-ball pitchers. For 

several years I personally accepted this conclusion though not to any great 

extreme because there was not any hard evidence that jumped out at you to back 

such a claim. Over t:ime I began to grarluaJ ly realize that this trend did not 

generally exist:. another lesson that the obvious is usually wrong. 

The best way to show this is to ccmbine the use of the 1985 Elias Baseball 

Analyst and the 1985 Bill James Baseball Abstract. The Analyst gives a ground

outs-to-ai:r-outs ratio for most pitchers and the Abstract breaks down their 

innings and earned runs on turf and grass, hane and road. To eliminate the strong 

presence of the pitcher's hane park and a contamination of hane field advantage 

I used only the grass/artificial turf data fran road games. This produced the two 

Charts, one of 56 1984 A.L. starting pitchers and one of 50 1984 N.L. starting 

.pitchers. I divided both groups into thirds (19-18-19 and 17-16-17) according 

... 

to their ratio of grounci-outs to air-outs. 

For the N.L. pitchers all three groupings pitched better in road games on 

artificial turf canpared to those road games on grass. That is not surprising 

as the N.L. grass parks are the superior offensive parks. In 1984 the N.L. ERA 

on artificial turf was 3.45 versus 3.73 on grass. :aowe-rer, the results shOw that 

the advantage of pitching on artificial turf increased with the pitchers' ground

ball percentage. 

Nt 

High G8% (17) 
Mediun G8% (16) 
low G8% (17) 

AVERAGE BOAt) 
GRASS ERA 

3.73 
4.06 
4.01 

AVERAGE BOAt) 
TURF ERA 

3.36 
3.77 
3.86 

DIFFERENCE 

-.37 
-.29 
-.15 

What makes this data even more supportive of ground-ball pitchers generally 

pitching better on artificial turf is the difference in the hane run factor of 

N.L. parks with grass surfaces versus those with artificial turf. Many of your 

ground-ball pitchers are adept at avoiding the heme run and on the basis of that 

only would be expected to pitch better than most in the N.L. grass parks which 

are significantly better heme run parks than the N.L. artificial turf parks. 

last year there were 25% more honers per at-bat on N.L. grass fields than on 

N.L. artificial turf fields. 

The difference in heme run factor between the .American League grass parks 

and artificial turf parks is less of an issue, a difference of about 8 or 9%. 

Not surprisingly, the trend of A.L. ground-ball pitchers being more effective 

on artificial surfaces is even stronger than that found in the N.L. 



AVERAGE ROAD AVERAGE ROAD 
AL GRASS ERA TURF ERA DIFFERENCE 

High G8% (19) 4.41 3.91 -.50 
Mediun G8% (18 ) 4.58 4.73 +.15 
Low GB% (19) 4.30 4.82 +.52 

In the 1985 Abstract Bill James has a brief paragraph in the Atlanta Bl:'aves 

section titled, "I'd Tell You Why If I Knew". The puzzle was that the Braves 

won 26 of 42 games on artificial turf, the best record in the N. L. In light of 

this new knowledge it has become relevant that of the 50 charted N.L. starting 

pitchers Pascual Perez ranked fifth in G8%; Rick Camp was sixth; Craig McMurtry 

was ninth; Rick Mahler was tenth, and Len Barker was fourteenth. 

So why is this happening? Why is Geoff "Ground-ball" Zahn the American 

League IS 1984 ERA leader on artificial turf? Why does Dave Rozema with a career 

GB% of 1,.69 have a career 'ERA under 2.00 on artificial turf? The best. theory 

to cane to mind is spurred by the knowledge that the N.L., which has 50% artificial 

surfaces, has becane a ground-ball league relative to the A.L. which has only 

29% artificial fields. The Analyst noted that in 1985 the GB% of the N.L. was 

about 16% higher than the A.L. 

Might it not be the case that hitters are more willing to hit the ball on 

the ground on artificial turf? If a pitcher throws them a sinker or a low pitch 

likely to be hit on the ground, will the hitter hold back on artificial turf as 

much as he does on a grass field? If the answer is no, then you have hitters 

more inclined to swing at the strength of a ground-ball pitcher. Take a ground

ball pitch and a batter inclined to swing more for a grounder and it seems quite 

likely the product will be a routine ground-ball which will be hard-pressed to 

get through any infield, artificial or not. 

If this is a fairly accurate view, then it also gives us insight in how 

best to hit a ground-ball pitcher. That is, be more disciplined about not 

hitting the pitch that produces his ground-outs. Treat it more like a nonnal 

pitcher r s fastball low and away or slider down and in; don I t swing at it 

unless you have to. After watching Tcmny John for a number of years I realized 

that he could nibble the corners to death because if he fell behind in the 

count he could throw a low sinker over the heart of the plate and 4 out of 5 

hitters 'WOUld swing at it. Contrary to what their walk averages may suggest, 

many pitchers like Tcmny John do thrOioV a lot of pitches behind in the count. 

Their big edge is their ability to throw a highly effective pitch that looks 

like a pitch you would swing at on 1-0, 2-1 or 2-0. Their success is based on 

illUSion, and when performed on a stage of artificial turf that illusion is 

heightened by the batter's inclination to see it as hittable. 

i~ -
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Granted, not all ground-ball pitchers have sinkers, but !!Ost are illusionists 

with a good change-up, forkball, screwball or s:hnply a mastery of changing speeds 

while keeping the ball low. Even your knuckleballers tend to be above average in 

GB/~ and pitch better on artificial turf. 

There are two closing notes to this study. There is a danger of slanted 

impact to this study due to a treatment of only road games which means the 

pitchers innings were not only separated by the nature of the playing surface 

but by whether their' opponent played primarily on grass or artificial turf. 

That is, when a pitcher throws against a team on artificial turf on the road 

he is pitching against a group of hitters who play 61-78% of their games on 

artificial surfaces. Who is !!Ore gullible for a ground-ball pitcher, an 

experienced artificial turf hitter geared to swinging at low pitches or a grass 

hitter trying to be a turf hitter and likely over compensating? I honestly 

cannot say. The cursory examinations I have done do not indicate strongly one 

way or another. By observation I lean to the ground-ball pitchers being slightly 

better throwing to teams that play most of their games on artificial surfaces. 

If true, that would shrink the differences suggested by my charts, but it would 

be minimal and not change the basic finding. 

The second point is for those who still will not accept this basic 

truth that in general ground-ball pitchers do pitch 'better on artificial 

surfaces. It is true for relievers, too. I did not bother to include them Y 

on any chart but if you will flip through the Analyst you will see the majority 

of your ground-ball relievers like Acker, Lamp, Barojas, Quisenberry, Stanley, 

Garber, Gross, Lucas, Minton, Rucker, Sisk and Sutter outnumber the exceptions 

(Corbett, Lysander, Brusstar, Lavelle and Tekulve) and indeed pitched better 

on artificial turf in 1985 than on grass. 

CORREGrION: Rozema example on second page, second paragraph: The Rozema 
example that my mind was searching for was that over tre last four yea:s 
opposing hitters hit under .. 200 on turf and have only managed .220 for hlS 

whole career. I don't ~ that his career turf ERA is under 2.00, but I 
wouldn't be surprised if it was. 
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50 N.L. Starters with 10+ 'Innings of Both Grass and Turf Innings 
On The Road. With Grass/Turf Data in 1985 Baseball Abstract 

GB/FB Grass Road ERA Turf Road ERA Grass ERA/Turf ERA 

TROUT 3.68 11/39.7 2.49 15/44.7 3.02. .82 
HERSHISER 2.63 6/32 1.69 12/57 1.89 .89 
DENNY 2.52 15/54.3 2.48 3/12 2.25 1.10 . 
HONEYCUTT 1.94 11/43.7 2.27 23/43.7 4.74 .48 
PEREZ 1.90 27/51 4.76 23/66 3.14 1.52 
CAMP 1.80 17/32.7 4.68 17/32 4.78 .98 
LAPOINT 1.78 25/45 5.00 20/47 3.83 1.31 
ROBINSON 1.64 23/40.7 5.09 29/55.3 4.72 1.08 
MClnnrDRY 1.47 18/48.7 3.33 10/29 3.10 1.07 
MAHLER 1.44 16/65.3 2.20 19/62.7 2.73 .81 
MCWIILIAMS 1.40 34/64.3 4.76 14/53.7 2.34 2.03 
COX 1.39 26/34.7 6.75 10/45 2.00 3.38 
VALENZUELA 1.39 20/57.7 3.12 24/68.7 3.15 .99 
BARKER 1.38 13/25.3 4.62 16/39.7 3.63 1.27 
RUTHVEN 1.37 20/35 5.14 19/33.3 5.13 1.00 
SMITH 1.36 17/47.3 3.23 17/37.7 4.06 .80 
T1lL~DND 1.35 8/40 1.80 12/52.3 2.58 .70 
TERRELL --Y:30---18/41.3-- 3.91---19771. 7~.39---T.64-----
~A 1.28 11/52 1.90 21/56 3.38 .56 
~~ 1.28 21/57 3.32 29/63.7 4.10 .81 
RIDDEN 1.24 30/58.7 4.60 15/50.3 2.68 1. 71 
NIEKRO 1.23 19/55 3.11 24/57.7 3.74 .83 
~~UJAR 1.17 16/60 2.40 24/62.7 3.44 .70 
~1EPPER 1.17 25/57.7 3.90 18/37.3 4.33 .90 
ROGERS 1.16 17/20.7 7.40 20/48 3.75 1.97 
RYil~ 1.13 21/59 3.20 22/45.7 4.34 .74 
DARLI~G 1.10 21/30.3 6.23 32/73.7 3.91 1.59 
CARLTON 1.10 20/61 2.95 21/55 3.43 .86 
SCOTT 1.02 35/49 6.43 11/26.3 3.76 1.71 
Sk~ERSON .99 13/40 2.93 17/46.7 3.28 .89 
SUTCLIFFE .99 34/77 3.97 24/58.7 3.68 1.08 
WELCH .94 17/47.7 3.21 22/42.7 4.64 .69 
KRL1DW .90 36/58.3 5.55 23/37.3 5.54 1.00 
sroW--------:s9---25/51-4. 41--' -10765--- 2:08-----"2 .12------
GOOD~ .87 22/46 4.30 16/53.7 2.68 1.60 
TLUOR .87 19/57.7 2.97 27/52 4.67 .64 
~~ .87 30/60.3 4.48 12/41 3.63 1.70 
DELEON .87 21/37 5.11 20/42.7 4.22 1.21 
RUSSELL .86 29/65.3 3.99 19/30.7 5.58 .72 
HA~~NS .85 18/23.7 6.84 17/29.7 5.16 1.33 
GU1UGICKSO~ .84 25/57.3 3.92 23/46.3 4.47 .88 
CX:·:OEL.~IA .83 5/40.7 1.11 15/47.7 3.83 .39 
WHITSO:i .83 16/42 3.43 18/43 3.77 .91 . 
HtDSO:i .82 19/53.7 3.19 18/47 3.-14 .93 
SOTO .81 21/62.7 3.02 17/57.7 2.65 1.14 
DAVIS .79 32/48.7 5.92 21/33.7 5.61 1.06 
EC:nERSLEY .78 23/61 3.39 19/56.3 3.04 1.12 
LOIL.m .66 25/37.3 6.03 29/55.3 4.72 1.28 
LASKEY .6<1 21/45.7 4.14 29/54.7 4.77 .87 
PRICE .60 14/30 4.20 26/38.7 6.05 .69 
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56 A.L. Starters with 10+ Innings of ,130th Grass and Turf Innings 
On the Road with Grass/Turf Data in 1985 Baseball Abstract 

GB/FE Grass Road ERA Turf Road ERA Gruss ERA/Turf ERA 

IDNI'E.N)T 2.35 33/70 4.24 8/17.3 4.15 1.02 
COCA.."'DWER 2.21 30/63.7 4.24 18/25.3 6.75 .63 
JOHN 1.80 38/85.7 3.99 16/40.3 3.57 1.12 
HDDICKER 1.66 44/112.3 3.52 8/28.7 2.51 1.40 
WTIT 1.60 37/84 3.96 23/42.3 4.89 .81 
GUBICZA 1.59 29/42.3 6.17 11/12.3 8.03 .77 
Z.AH:; 1.50 29/78.7 3.32 6/32 1.69 1.96 
narSON 1.47 29/74 3.53 11/36.3 2.73 1.29 
SJR.E:;'SON 1.40 39/72 4.88 17/19 8.05 .61 
~roRE 1.27 39/57.7 6.09 17/33.7 4.54 1.34 
DAVIS 1.26 28/74.7 3.38 8/31 2.32 1.46 
PETRY 1.23 28/70.7 3.57 19/41.3 4.14 .86 
BUTCHER 1.21 31/73.7 3.79 1/16.7 .54 7.01 
MASON 1.20 24/40 5.40 10/45.3 1.99 2.71 
HAAS 1.18 34/54.3 5.63 17/33.7 4.54 1.24 
SEAVER 1.15 39/68.7 5.11 14/42 3.00 1.70 
WRRIS 1.14 19/53.7 3.18 18/47.7 3.40 .94 
roUGH 1.14 51/87.7 5.24 18/49.7 3.26 1.61 
TA.~.fu';A 1.12 301108 2.50 12125.7 4.21 .~9 
OJ~~--- 1.06 ---28/3r-----g.13-----I2/I8----e:-OO-------------I:~3----------

BLACX 1.06 38/87.7 3.90 8/23.7 3.04 1.28 
IDy!' 1.05 26/75.3 3.11 24/38 5.68 .35 
NIPPER 1.05 37/54.3 6.13 9/35.3 2.29 2.68 
LEIBR.o\L'IDT 1.05 21/46.7 4.05 13/35.3 3.31 1.22 
FLA.'iAGAJ."\f 1.03 34/82 3.73 20/36 5.00 .75 
wnmx 1.00 37/61. 7 5.40 18/17.7 5.85 .92 
NIE:KfD 1.00 22/66.3 2.99 11/43.3 2.28 1.31 
BL'.t"LEVDr .99 20/65.3 2.76 14/56.3 2.24 1..23 
BEATIIE .99 51/91 5.04 17/13.7 11.17 .45 • 
IDYD .97 33/58.3 5.09 13/23.7 4.94 1.03 
CLE1.l:EZ'l""S .97 18/41.7 3.88 9/13.7 5.91 .66 
~L-lln'I::mz .95 23/37.7 5.50 14/29 4.34 1.27 
U..N·GSID:N .94 32/74 3.89 19/29.3 5.84 .67 
is.!ITHSON .93 32i97 2.97 21/39 4.85 .61 
R .. \..\NISTER .89 46/78 5.31 19/35.3 4.84 1.10 
CL.~'CY .89 58/105.3 4.96 11/28.3 3.49 1. -12 
STEi'l AlIT .86 31/50 5.58 9/20.3 3.98 1. -10 
ID~L>\;.'fIOC----.85----22/53-~71-----I_±/35.33:o7---------I:55----~---

ALEX.t\!.'IDER .84 38/76 4.50 6/22 2.45 1.84 
surro~ .84 14/43 2.93 19/43.7 3.91 .75 
STEIB .83 42/110.7 3.42 7/40 1.58 2.16 
OJEDA .82 26/93 2.52 19/31. 7 5.39 .17 
1ICCATIY .82 44/57 6.95 17/26.7 5.73 1.21 
HORSI' .81 30/84 3.21 9/26 3.12 1.03 
HE.A'IO~ .81 43/65.7 5.89 16/27.:3 =3.27 1.12 
SLATO?{ ~-• , t 34/61 5.02 12/11.7 9.25 .52 
MCCREGOR .75 27/45 5.40 19/27.3 6.26 .86 
GUIDRY .75 39/72.3 4.85 19/22 7.77 .62 
LEAL .75 33/82.7 3.59 10/19.7 4.57 .79 
GL'RA .72 47/8<1. 7 5.00 11127.3 3.62 1.38 
Ik~"1InSSEN .72 19/39.7 4.31 17/30.3 5.04 .86 
SCHRQ\I .71 27/51 -:1:.76 9111.3 7.15 .67 

'~ VIOLA .67 54/131. 7 3.G9 10/21 4.29 .86 
l3ER.ENGUER .66 22/57.3 3.45 8/13.7 5.27 .65 
DARWIN .G4 35/75.3 4.18 18/44.3 3.65 1.15 
BURRIS .55 23/48.3 4.27 14/3-1 3.71 1.15 



CRAIG WRIGHT: 

ANJrHER LOOK AT GROUND BALL PITCHERS ON .AB:rIFICIAL TURF 

My first article on the subject, !!Ground Ball Pitchers on Artificial Turf", 

has initiated a great deal of controversy before it appeared here in the Analyst. 

I suppose it all began back in March in an argument for my pre-season picks in 

the National League East. I ranked the top three in order as the Mets, Cardinals 

and CUbs. Don't be too impressed as my picks in the other divisions have not been 

near as accurate. Anyway, one me:nber of the media very familiar with the National 

league and a closet Cubs fan was very upset with any logic that put the Cardinals 

chances ahead of the Cubs. In knocking my handicapping, he said that Cardinal 

pitcher Danny Cox was all right but as a ground ball pitcher he had the wrong heme 

park with Busch Stadium's artificial turf. I replied that fran my years of dealing 

with Elias' statistics on grass/turf breakdowns, I had developed severe doubts about 

that traditional theory. 

After Elias' 1985 data came out I noticed that Danny Cox's ground-outs-to-air

outs ratio was in the upper third of the National League and he had actually pitched 

well on artifj,cial turf both at heme and on the road. On grass fields he had been 

1-4 with a 6.75 ERA. This inspired me to do that first study which surprised me 

with a fairly consistent trend not of general neutrality but actually favoring the 

average. ground ball pitcher on artificial turf. 

Later in'a letter to my friend Bill James, I went through my vision of St. louis' 

potential and mentioned my confidence in Cox and hOW' I believed any concern for his 

growth being hindered by the artificial turf in his hane park had the situation 

backwards. I didn't say anyroore on the subject as I was in the process of writing 

up the results of my study. I sent Bill one of the first copies within a few weeks 

after that letter. 

Apparently Bill was intrigued by those couple of sentences in my letter and 

undertook a study which he published in The Bill James Baseball Abstract Newsletter, 

all before he had a chance to work through his mail to my ground ball! artificial 

turf study. What we have are two studies that were designed independently by two 

people with different resources and with the style of their designs affected by 

the magnitude of what they expected to find. It is an interesting case study in 

how scientific inquiry works as well as the specific information gained. 

I will address the decisions made on my study design in greater detail s:imply 

because of my greater familiarity. It will be a mre cursory look at Bill t s 



design decisions based on what he wrote and the resources he used. I want to 

avoid as much as possible being in the position of over-int.erpreting his logic. 

We know fran Bill f s own prelude to the study that he had long believed 

that," •••• ground ball pitqhers were not or might not be as effective on artificial 

turf. If In other words, Bill probably. expected there to be a difference that 

would show canfortably without trying. to control e:h1:raneous factors that' would 

hopefully balance out in the wash of using very large samples. 

Using the Elias Baseball Analyst Bill sorted out all the pitchers by their 

ground outs-to-air outs ratio and created three groups of roughly equal size 

representing the outer e:x1:remes and a middle group. He also created "dead zones!! 

to fully separate the extreme groups fran the middle group. 

In Bill's study he examined these groups of pitchers by their win percentage, 

.canposite ERA and batting average. The result was that his ground ball group was 

slightly less effectiVe on artificial turf and the fly ball group was also slightly 

less effective on the artificial turf, but less so than the ground ball pitchers. 

The.·ground ball group relative to thB fly ball group was 9 ERA points (-.09) better 

on grass than turf. Bill described the difference as infinitessimal and allowing 

no inference. 

Unlike Bill, I entered my study already believing in his eventual conclusion. 

Expecting a difference that w~d be' minor at best, I was concerned with controlling 

other extraneous factors that might overwhelm the zni.njmaJ. effect expected. 

I decided that two restrictions would have to be followed. The leagues would 

be examined separately for two key reasons. One, the National League hitters were 

more inclined to hit the ball on the ground which would make the ground outs-to

air outs ratio of a National League pitcher appear abnormally high if canpared to 

a pitcher working in the separate universe of the hnerican League. Two, the 

relation between the park factors for the artificial turf parks and grass parks 

are totally different for the two leagues. In the National League the turf parks 

are relatively pitcher parks while in the American League the turf parks are hitter's 

parks. To mix the turf/grass data between the two leagues could cause meaningless 

abnonnalities. 

I also felt it was necessary to use just the breakdowns fran the road 

games. One, I did not want the park factor of the pitcher's home park to 

daninate the influence associated with its playing surface. In other words, 

Fenway Park would not massively influence the grass statistics of a Boston 

pitcher nor would the Astrodcme shape the turf statistics of an Astra pitcher. 

Two, I did not want the hane field advantage influencing the statistics of 
a pitcher's home p\~~~ sur+~&e. 



The key statistic to study for the overall effectiveness of a pitcher -

commonly available - is the Earned Run Average. To calculate the road ERA's 

on turf and grass, the only source I had short of recording it myself fran the 

ooxscores was Bill James' Baseball Abstract. The problem with this avenue was 

that it limited the s~le to the key starting pitchers covered in the Abstract. 

Fran my study I concluded that; in general, ground ball pitchers actually 

were nore effective on artificial turf. Generally there have been three 

different kinds of criticism directed at this study other than the stance it 

had to be wrong llbecause" any pitcher throwing e},,"tra ground balls has "got" 

to have nore trouble on artificial turf. 

The daninant criticism by far has been that the sample size is too snaIl 

to be conclusive. I think that depends on the conclusion you are drawing. I 

have little faith in the magnitude of the changes noted. If we are really 

talking about a rGt~~to....\. 1.02 (AL) difference between the two extremes, I 

guarantee you it would have been noticed before now. You may note that in 

the text of my article I never refer to the magnitudes noted but rather con

centrate on the direction of the changes and the consistency of those changes 

fran league to league. Given the attention to controls of potential cross 

influences, the magnitude noted and the internal consistency of the data, it 

seems very reasonable to me to trust the. very gentle conclusion that the average 

ground ball pitcher generally is nore effective on artificial turf. 

Another cc::moon criticisn was the use of average ERA rather than can

posite ERA. Basically, this was a fire or the frying pan kind of decision. 

If you use average ERA? the point is made that ERA has a lower boundary at 

0.00 and no upper boundary so that a split where the" innings are uneven will 

tend to be artificially high on the side with fewer innings. However, if 

you use canposite ERA, the criticism would be that the quality of each pitcher 

would weigh heavier on the side where he had the most innings. The ultimate 

solution is to use just matched sets of innings but that cuts the sample size 

so small that it is not appropriate to examine the leagues separately and 

you lose the chance to canpare the consistency of the findings between the 

leagues. But for the record, you find similar directions of change whether 

you use canposite ERA or average ERA, and if you use matched sets of innings 

and canbine the two leagues, you continue to get the same result. 

The third criticism is a key to understanding why the two studies pro

duced differing conclusions beyond the fact that the average ground ball 

pitcher is not generally less effective on artificial turf. Actually it is 

not a matter for critique but rather different 8llS1Ners to the question, What 
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is a ground ball pitcher? For my study there are fewer e:hi:reme ground outs

to-air outs ratios because I had data only for pitchers who threw a lot of 

innings v.hich tends to even out the ratios ~ plus I had no . data for relievers, 

v.ho in both leagues, tended to have higher GB% than starting pitchers. Can

pounding this trend which canpacted the range of GB% studied, I broke the 

data into equal thirds rather than try to study the outer extremes of the 

spectrum. That was a reasonable decision in light of the limitation of the 

data available and the prospect of using even smaller sample sizes that would 

be meaningless. However, it was and is a reasonable way to establish a group 

meant to be "your average ground ball pitcher". Indeed, a flat split could 

also be a meaningful ccmparison for "your average ground ball pitcher" versus 

"your average fly ball pitcher". 

That is not the stance taken in Bills I study which focused very firmly 

on the very outer e:hi:remes. While I would have been happy to study the upper 

GB% covering a third of the innings pitched in 1984, Bill's definition of 

\Vhat made a ground ball pitcher led to a group v.hich accounted for slightly 

less than 9% of the innings in 1984. In fact, his definition was so severe 

that pitchers like Reuschel, Rainey, Quisenberry, Zahn, Caldwell and Boddicker 

were relagated to the dead zone separating his ground ball -group fran his 

central group. 

Bill's central group falls in a rather odd range. Though I run sure" it 

was not intentional but rather a careful unbias cut based strictly on the 

parameters of and in relation to the two extreme groups, Bill's central group 

is not centered around the nonn. With a range of 1.25 to 1.40 its lower 

boundary is clearly ~ the league nonns in both leagues (AL starters, 1.01; 

NL starters, 1.17; AL relievers, 1.08; NL relievers 1.23). 

There are, in my eyes, ground balJ. pitchers in Bill's central group. They 

may not be sinkerballers but they do throw trore ground balls than the average 

pitcher and that is of concern relative to artificial turf. Danny Cox, the 

pitcher who started this whole inquiry, has a GB% of 1. 39 and is placed in Bill's 

central group. And, that central group pitched better on artificial turf (-.26 

ERA) • Perhaps because nore of them had artificial turf heme fields than the 

other two groups, but from the evidence on hand they also did better on artificial 

turf in just road games. 

If you look, you can find Bill's evidence capable of supporting my study 

if you use a broader definition of ground ball pitcher. 



What does the overall range really look like? What 'We really need to·do 

is to repeat my study With ~ cl:la.nges, matcbed sets ot innings, and all the 

pitchers With an Elias ground outs-to-air outs rating .. * 'Ihe ditticult task is 

converting the Elias data to equivalencies that reflect innings and earned runs 

on the road separated into grass and turt data. Hard work, but it can be done 
. . 

usi.rig the :rough standard ot 25.5 hitless at-bats as the equivalent ot. nine innjngs. 

Example: Gary Lavelle (SF) 

AB-H ERA/25.5 ESTIMATID ER 

BJME 159 X .0945 :II lQ.02S 

BOAD 123 X .1255 = 15.437 

GRASS 209 X .0866 '"" 11.099 

TURF. 73 X .1659 :II 12.111 

Because San Francisco has a grass surta.ce 'We know his road data will be: 

, BOAD AB-H FSr:oomD ER 

50 

73 

3.073 

12.111 

Match the set at 50 hitless AB (approJdmately 17.65 innings) With 3.07 

ER on grass and 8 .. 30 ER on turt (50/73 X 12.111 ... 8.30). 

Give up a couple ot da¥s ot your lite and you find yow:selt With carefully 

matched. equivalencies of 2,598 1/3 innings for the American ~ague and 3,198 1/3 

innings in the National league.. Split those innings into halves according to 

ground ball percentage and you get: 

AMElUCAN LEAGUE BOAD GRASS ERA BOAD TURF ERA 

High GB% 4.32 4.10 . 

IDwGB% 4.30 4.22 

NATIONAL IEAGtJE BOAD GRASS ERA BOAD TORF ERA 

High GB% 3.85 3.35 

IDwGB% 3.79 3.74 

'Ihere it is again, the average ground ball pitcher is mre etfective on 

artificial turt than the average fly ball pitcher for both leagues. Ccmbine the 

~ relative groups and you get a difference ot .30 ERA [-.37 .... (-.07)]. 

BOAD TURF ERA 

3.69 

3.95 

*Excepted 'Were pitchers who were traded during the season f:rcm a grass 

. park to a turt park or vice versa (Barajas, Berenyi and Harris). 
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Break the innings into thirds and you find: 

AMERICAN lEAGUE ROAD GRASS ERA ROAD TURF ERA 

High GB% 4.50 4.12 

Meditun GB% 4.01 4.08 

low GB% 4.42 4.28 

NATIONAL lEAGUE ROAD GRASS ERA ROAD TURF ERA 

High GB% 3.90 3.44 

Meditun GB% 3.73 3.60 

low GB% 3.83 3.60 

AMERICAN AND NATIONAL LEAGUE ROAD GRASS ERA ROAD TURF ERA 

High GB% 4.17 3.74 

Meditun GB% 3.86 3.82 

Low GB% 4.09 3.91 .. ,. 

Again we see that the average ground ball pitcher is n:ore effeCtive on 

artificial turf than either the balanced pitcher (-.39) or the fly ball pitcher 

(-.25). This is also consistent within the two leagues. 

Break the leagues into quarters and the data begins to differ a bit between 

the leagues - not because an operative principle has changed between the leagues 

(at least I don t t think so) but because the sample size is dropping fast, down 

to 650 innings a quarter for the American League. The key figures are for the 

third set when the leagues are relatively blended together, but note the one 

constant between the two leagues is that the best pitchers on artificial turf 

were in the med-high ground ball range. 

AMERICAN LEAGUE ROAD GRASS ERA ROAD TURF ERA 

High GB% 4.25 4.29 

lIed-High GB% 4.38 3.90 

Med-Low GB% 3.88 3.99 

Low GB% 4.74 4.45 



NATIONAL lEAGUE roAD GRASS ERA roAD TURF ERA 

High GB% 3.82 3.56 

Med-High GB% 3.89 3.15 

Med-LowGB% 3.99 3.79 

lDw GB% 3.59 3.69 

AMERICAN AND NATIONAL LEAGUE lOAD GRASS ERA ROAD TIRF ERA 

High GB% 4.02 3.89 

Med-High GB% 4.11 3.48 

Med-lDw GB% 3.94 3.88 

Low GB% 4.10 4.03 

And 'What about the real outer limits, the upper 10% and the lower 10%? The 

sample is not strong, 600 ccmron innings when the leagues are relatively joined 

together, but the difference is qui:te strong for the high GB% and at odds with 

the eh1P8ctation from the rest of the pitchers with above average GB%. 

AMERICAN AND NATIONAL lEAGUE 

High 10%· 

li:Jw 10% 

roAD GRASS ERA 

3.44 

3.84 . 

BOAD TURF ERA 

3.87 

3.75 

The following listing breaks up the spectrum frc:m top to bottom by pitchers' 

innings ranked by ground ball percentage. 

ERA DIFFERENCE RELATIVE 
roAD GRASS ERA BOAD TURF ERA TO OVERALL IDRM (-.21) 

91+ % 3.44 3.87 +.64 

76-90 % 4.42 3.91 -.30 
51-75 % 4.11 3.48 -.33 

26-50 % 3.94 3.88 +.15 

11-25 % 4.28 4.21 +.14 

1-10 % 3.84 3 .. 75 + .. 12 



Again, we see that, yes, the ground ball pitcher is generally rrore effective 

on artificial turf than the fly ball pitcher, and this remains true until you 

run into the e'X-treme ground ball pitchers accounting for 10% of the innings studied. 

If you wanted to fine tune it even rore, it would begin in the .American League at 

- the top 10.5% (1.59+ GB%). In the National league it amazingly also cuts off 

at 10.5% (1.94+ GB%). 
. 

As~:;uming this study has produced an accurate portrayal of the effects across 

the spectrum, it seems the correct view is rore a blend of the results of my first 

study with a dash of the traditional theory on the extreme upper end. As for the 

results from Bill's study, I cannot see a direct contribution to our understanding 

at this point. He deal t with the e'X-treme end of the ground ball spectrum and 

concluded there was no difference. I believe that is a result of his initial 

design decision that he would not need to worry about combining the leagues or 

controlling potential influences. Yet there is a definite indirect contribution 

fran Bill's efforts. It drove me to re-examine my work, -tipped me off that sane

thing different might be happening on the far end of the spectrum and led me to 

eX'Pand my inquiry over the full spectrum. In rough graph form, it looks like this: 

ERA • + 
C.h .... ".r 
014 

A .... tifici. ... l 
TUI\f 

.-.....--- ---

Hij"" -kk----- G B ~o ________ ~_:r Low 



Basically, my theory to account for this phenanena is the same I used in my 

first study with an added twist. Equally tmportant to the way a baseball is affected 

by artificial turf is the way the batter weighs its effect. Convinced that ground 

balls are m:>re valuable on artificial turf the batter guards less against the 

pitches that produce routine groWld balls. Most groWld ball pitchers are inducing 

weak groWlders by illusion, a trick. pitch, a sudden change in speeds, widely varied 

pitch types or an ununticipated pitch location. If. that illusion is easier to sell 

on artificial turf, and that is my theory, then they are better off on artificial 

tu:r:f. The added twist is that I now suspect this doesn I t work for the pitcher 

overly reliant on a single sinking pitch. Such a pitcher isn It trying to sell an 

illusion as much as he is relying on the fact you can't consistently keep his pitches 

off the groWld. His pitches are handled best by the batters not shying away fran 

grounders on artificial turf. The batter sees the same pitch time after time and 

his batted balls are less and less weak groWlders that cannot get through even an 

artificial turf infield. 

If I were a Rick. Honeycutt, Steve Trout or Bob Stanley type of pitcher, I would 

try to mix things up m:>re when pitching on artificial turf. Geoff Zahnfs career 

would be an excellent example. Zahn used to have a higherGB% when he relied heavily 

on his sinker, and he also tended to be hit harder on artificial turf fields. Then 

he perfected a fine curve ball which in a recent poll was -rated the best left-handed 

curve in the American League. His GB% has dropped though it is still high (1.498), 

and over the last two seasons he has pitched exceptionally well on artificial turf, 

a 2.37 ERA (60 2/3 innings all on the road) versus 3.37 on grass and m:>st of that in 

his horne park which is a pitcher's park relative to the average American League 

artificial turf park. 

It is still safe to say that the average ground ball pitcher is generally slightly 

m:>re effective on artificial turf. The traditional theory does not seem to hold for 

a sinker ball pitcher with a m:>re varied repertoire or the ground ball pitcher who 

earns that title with a pitching style th~t does not include the consistent use of 

a sinking pitch. What is fascinating about the theory used to account for this 

evidence is that much of it is in the hitter's mind. Although I would not expect it 

anytime soon, there is theoretically the potential for change as the batters per

ception evolves to a closer reflection of reality. It would be interesting to go 

back 10 years and see how the spectrum looked in the earlier years of the artificial 

turf. 


